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SUMMARY

Stimulus-reward coupling without attention can
induce highly specific perceptual learning effects,
suggesting that reward triggers selective plasticity
within visual cortex.Additionally, dopamine-releasing
events—temporally surrounding stimulus-reward
associations—selectively enhance memory. These
forms of plasticity may be evoked by selectivemodu-
lation of stimulus representations during dopamine-
inducing events. However, it remains to be shown
whether dopaminergic signals can selectively modu-
late visual cortical activity.Wemeasured fMRI activity
in monkey visual cortex during reward-only trials
apart from intermixed cue-reward trials. Reward
without visual stimulation selectively decreased
fMRI activity within the cue representations that had
been paired with reward during other trials. Behav-
ioral tests indicated that these same uncued reward
trials strengthened cue-rewardassociations. Further-
more, such spatially-specific activity modulations
depended on prediction error, as shown by manipu-
lations of reward magnitude, cue-reward probability,
cue-reward familiarity, and dopamine signaling.
This cue-selective negative reward signal offers a
mechanism for selectively gating sensory cortical
plasticity.

INTRODUCTION

Coupling a visual stimulus with a reward improves stimulus

detection (Engelmann et al., 2009; Engelmann and Pessoa,

2007), increases stimulus selection (Pessiglione et al., 2006,

2008; Serences, 2008), and reduces reaction times (Nomoto

et al., 2010; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Roesch and Olson, 2004).

Furthermore, stimulus-specific perception has been enhanced

by stimulus-reward coupling in the absence of attention (Seitz

et al., 2009). This indicates that reward may help regulate

selective plasticity within the visual representation of reward-

predicting stimuli. Nonetheless, the neural mechanisms by

which reward induces stimulus selective modulation of activity

in visual cortex remain unknown.
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The dopaminergic neuromodulatory system is a potential

candidate for distributing reward information to visual cortex

(Tan, 2009). This system is controlled by midbrain dopaminergic

neurons, which, in addition to other response properties (Fiorillo

et al., 2003; Ljungberg et al., 1992; Matsumoto and Hikosaka,

2009), exhibit a phasic prediction error (PE) response signaling

the difference between outcome and expectation (Bromberg-

Martin et al., 2010; Schultz et al., 1997). Moreover, PE signals

originating in ventral midbrain neurons are relayed through

a widespread network of connections (Lidow et al., 1991;

Lindvall et al., 1974), resulting in increased dopamine release

(Gonon, 1988; Zhang et al., 2009), activity modulation (Pessi-

glione et al., 2006), and plasticity (Surmeier et al., 2010) at projec-

tion sites. Accordingly, a recent human fMRI study has shown

that reward information was present throughout most brain

regions tested (Vickery et al., 2011). Therefore, the highly selec-

tive behavioral and neural effects induced by stimulus-reward

pairings must be reconciled with the apparent widespread and

diffuse nature of neuromodulatory reward signals.

A potential explanation for this seeming contradiction is that

selectivity arises through an interaction between a broadly

distributed reward signal and coincident bottom-up, cue-driven

activity. In this way, a diffuse dopaminergic reward signal is

rendered selective, allowing reward to specifically modulate

activity within reward-predicting cue representations (Roelfsema

et al., 2010; Seitz and Watanabe, 2005). In agreement with this

interpretation, the pairing of an auditory stimulus with microsti-

mulation of the ventral tegmental area (VTA), a surrogate for

reward, specifically enhanced the representation of a stimula-

tion-paired frequency within rat auditory cortex in a dopamine-

dependent manner (Bao et al., 2001). In addition, Pleger et al.

(2009) has found a stimulus-selective, dopaminergic reward

feedback signal within human somatosensory cortex.

Surprisingly though, direct evidence for selective reward

modulations in primate visual cortex has not yet been demon-

strated. This is probably due to the difficulty of disentangling

reward from other co-occurring cognitive factors such as atten-

tion (Maunsell, 2004). For example, while Serences (2008) found

that the association of a visual stimulus with a higher reward

probability resulted in stimulus-selective increases in fMRI

activity, the contributions of reward and attention to these results

are indistinguishable. Weil et al., (2010) also looked at the effects

of direct stimulus-reward relationships in visual cortex. In an

effort to isolate reward effects from attention, they temporally

disassociated reward from stimulus presentation. This study,
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Figure 1. Design of 2-by-2 Experiment (Experiment 1)

(A) 2-by-2 factorial design (visual cue and juice reward). All event types

(fixation, uncued reward, cue, cue-reward) were equiprobable.

(B) Timing of an individual cue-reward trial. The timing of the juice reward and

the visual cue were the same in the uncued reward and cue trials, respectively.

See also Table S1 and Figure S1.
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however, found only a main effect of reward outside the

representation of the visual stimulus suggesting these reward

modulations were stimulus aspecific.

In order to differentiate the contributions of attention and

reward, we developed a paradigm for investigating cue-

selective reward modulations that were temporally separated

from discrete cue-reward association trials. The presence of

these modulations is suggested by experiments in which

the memory of a cue-reward association is facilitated by

temporally-separated reward or dopamine-inducing events.

This form of enhancement has been demonstrated when an

association is followed by sucrose consumption (Messier and

White, 1984), brain stimulation reward (White and Major, 1978),

systemic amphetamine injection (Blaiss and Janak, 2007; Oscos

et al., 1988), amygdala injections of a D3 agonist (Hitchcott and

Phillips, 1998), and exposure to novel, dopamine-inducing envi-

ronments (Wang et al., 2010). Although never shown directly, the

specificity of these positive behavioral effects indicates that

diffuse dopaminergic reward signals preferentially modulate

previously rewarded cue-representations. We therefore hypoth-

esized that the interaction of cue and reward-driven signals not

only causes selective modulation of the stimulus representation

but also ‘‘tags’’ this representation. Subsequent dopaminergic

reward modulations then interact with these ‘‘tags,’’ directly

affecting the stimulus representation during events outside the

actual cue-reward association.

To test for selective modulations in visual cortex during

rewards temporally separated from stimulus-reward associa-

tions, we used a factorial paradigm with functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI) in monkeys (visual cue 3 reward)

and focused on trials in which juice reward was not cued by

the visual stimulus. As hypothesized, we found spatially

specific reward modulations in the absence of visual stimula-

tion. Manipulations of reward magnitude, cue-reward proba-

bility, and cue-reward familiarity confirmed that this signal
was affected by PE while concurrently excluding the possibility

that other extraretinal factors—such as attention, expectation,

anticipation, or trial structure (Sirotin and Das, 2009)—contrib-

uted to this novel reward signal in visual cortex. Next, a

pharmacological challenge showed that the reward modulation

in visual cortex was controlled at least partially by dopami-

nergic signaling. Lastly, we demonstrated that rewards

temporally separated from stimulus-reward association events

positively influence the behavioral preferences of monkeys for

that stimulus.

RESULTS

Effects of Reward on Occipital Cortical Activity in the
Absence of a Visual Stimulus (Uncued Reward Activity;
Experiment 1)
Our first experiment (2-by-2 factorial design) was designed to

probe for the existence of reward modulations in visual cortex

in the absence of visual stimulation during trials temporally

separated from cue-reward association events. Monkeys

were trained to fixate on a central fixation point and to wait

a random interval (3.5–6 s) for one of four equiprobable events

to occur (Figure 1A). During half of the trials, a visual cue

(a green abstract shape presented for 500 ms; see Figure S1A

available online) signaled both the end of the wait period and

a 50% probability of an impending 0.2 ml juice reward (cue-

reward trial; Figure 1B). Due to the temporal uncertainty gener-

ated by the randomized wait period, the visual cue indicated an

immediate increase in the probability of an upcoming reward.

The uncued trials (50% rewarded) conserved the average

timing between trial onset and reward (3.9–6.4 s) but lacked

the cue marking reward availability. Therefore, uncued reward

generated a larger PE then cued reward because the adminis-

tration of this reward was not signaled by previous events.

Uncued trials in which the reward was omitted (i.e., fixation

trials) were used to determine baseline activity. Significantly,

the design included cue-reward trials (to maintain a cue-

reward association) and uncued reward trials (to test for

reward-induced modulations in visual cortex without visual

stimulation).

Three monkeys performed the 2-by-2 factorial design task

during fMRI acquisition. Figure 2A depicts fMRI activity during

uncued reward trials (p < 0.05, family-wise error (FWE) cor-

rected, uncued reward minus fixation; no visual stimuli

presented during either trial type) overlaid onto a flattened

representation of the left occipital cortex. Surprisingly, the

modulation of fMRI activity induced by the uncued reward

was largely negative. Analysis of the fMRI time courses within

the cue representation (in visual areas V3, V4, and TEO) showed

that the fMRI percent signal change (PSC) between the uncued

reward and fixation conditions peaked at �4 s after event onset

(Figure S2; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures), indi-

cating that the deactivations were associated with reward

delivery. In addition, this reward-induced decrease in the fMRI

activity co-localized surprisingly well with the cue-representa-

tion as determined in an independent localizer experiment

(Figures 2B and 2C). To characterize the relationship between

reward- and cue-driven activity, we calculated the correlation
Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1175
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Figure 2. Spatially Selective Reward-Induced Deactivations in Visual Cortex without Visual Stimulation (Experiment 1)

(A) Uncued reward fMRI activity measured in 2-by-2 experiment (uncued reward- fixation, p < 0.05 FWE corrected, group-level analysis, 181 runs; M13, 61 runs;

M18, 62 runs; M19, 58 runs) and (B) cue localizer fMRI activity (see Table S1) projected onto a flattened representation of left occipital cortex.

(C) Uncued reward activity (blue outline) overlaid onto cue localizer activity (orange-yellow).

(D) Beta values from group-level analysis of all voxels in area V4 (871 voxels) for visual cue (x axis, green cue-fixation, localizer experiment) and uncued reward

(y axis, uncued reward-fixation, experiment 1).

(E) Correlation of cue localizer and uncued reward activity across all voxels in a given visual region (group-level analysis). Blue bars represent themean correlation

coefficients. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the correlation coefficients computed using a bootstrap algorithm (5,000 samples). Symbols

denote themean correlation coefficients of separate single-subject analyses (M13 [cross]; M18 [square)]; M19 [circle]). Asterisks denote significant correlations in

the group and in all individuals (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-Holm corrected for multiple comparisons across 6 ROIs).

See also Table S2 and Figure S2.
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between the beta-values of these two signals voxel-by-voxel in

six visual regions of interest (ROIs) (e.g., for V4 in Figure 2D;

Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Significant correla-

tions between cue and reward activity were found in areas V3,

V4, and TEO (Figure 2E) indicating that the voxels best activated

by the cue showed the strongest deactivations during uncued

reward.

We next examined the cued reward trials, which allowed us to

determine whether differences in PE between cued and uncued

reward affected the magnitude of the reward modulations.

Reward modulations during cued trials found within the cue

representation were negative (Figure 3A) and largely confined

to the stimulus representation and were thus qualitatively similar

to the reward modulations observed during the uncued condi-

tions. We then compared the magnitude of reward modulations

during the cued trials (smaller PE) and the uncued trials (larger

PE). Reward modulations were found to be significantly stronger

within the cue representation during the uncued reward trials

(Figure 3B) when the prediction error was larger, suggesting
1176 Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
that the strength of the observed reward modulations depends

on PE.

Are Cue Events Necessary to Evoke a Negative Reward
Signal in Occipital Cortex (Experiment 2)?
In experiment 2, we tested the hypothesis that the deactivations

observed in visual cortex during uncued reward were governed

by the interaction between stimulus and reward during

cue-reward association trials. In other words, was the presence

of cued trials necessary for the deactivations observed during

uncued reward trials? To achieve this, two different monkeys

(M22 and M23), who were naive with respect to the stimuli

used, performed a variant of experiment 1 that consisted solely

of fixation and uncued reward trials—hence, without cued trials.

Within this paradigm, uncued reward activity, as monitored by

a ROI analysis within the cue-representation (measured during

an independent localizer scan), showed no significant reduction

in activity (Figures 4 and S3). These results suggest that

the deactivations observed during uncued reward trials in
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(A) Reward modulation during cued trials pro-

jected onto a flattened representation of left

occipital cortex (cue reward-cue, p < 0.001,

group-level analysis, 181 runs; M13, 61 runs; M18,

62 runs; M19, 58 runs) and the cue representation

(see Table S1).

(B) Group mean reward modulation PSCwithin the

cue-representation (V3, V4, and TEO, see Table

S1) during cued (cue reward-cue) and uncued

trials (uncued reward-fixation). Error bars denote

the SEM across runs. Significance determined

using Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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experiment 1 require the presence of randomly intermixed

cue-reward trials.

Effect of Reward Size on Uncued Reward Activity
(Experiment 3)
We hypothesized that by manipulating PE during uncued reward

through changes in reward size, we could alter the strength of the

reward modulations in visual cortex. Importantly, the use of

different reward sizes allowed us to examine the dependence

of reward modulation on PE in the absence of visual stimulation

without the need to compare rewarded trials to unrewarded ones

(e.g., uncued reward versus fixation). Hence, we could also rule

out the possibility that the perception of ‘‘reward omission’’

during unrewarded trial types (fixation and cued trials)

accounted for the activity modulations observed. To test the

effect of reward size on reward modulations in experiment 3,

we replaced the single reward level (0.2 ml) used in experiment

1 with large (0.3 ml) and small (0.1 ml) reward. Consistent with

electrophysiological studies (Tobler et al., 2005), reward-respon-

sive regions in the ventral midbrain, presumably corresponding

to the VTA, displayed stronger responses for larger unpredicted

reward (Figures 5A and 5D). The fMRI responses within the cue

representation also showed stronger deactivations associated

with larger uncued reward (Figures 5A and 5D). These differ-

ences cannot be explained by visual stimulation, as no visual

cues were presented during either trial type. Furthermore,

a reward omission signal cannot account for this effect as both

trial types were rewarded.

In addition, we observed substantial colocalization between

voxels more strongly deactivated by larger uncued reward and

voxels representing the cue (Figures 5B and 5E). We quantified

the dependency of the effect of reward size (large versus small

uncued reward) upon cue localizer activity by calculating the
Neuron 77, 1174–1186
voxel-by-voxel correlation between the

beta values of these two signals. We

found a significant correlation between

the two (Figure S4), confirming that the

strongest deactivations evoked by

administering the larger uncued reward

were most prevalent within those voxels

best driven by the visual cue. Interest-

ingly, we also observed a run-by-run
correlation between the activity within the cue-representation

and that in the ventral midbrain during the large and small

uncued reward trials (Figures 5C and 5F; see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures), which suggests that the ventral

midbrain may cause the deactivations observed in visual cortex.

Effect of Cue-Reward Probability on Uncued Reward
Activity (Experiment 4)
Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that the strength of deactivations

during uncued reward depend on attributes of the cue-reward

association, as does PE. Therefore, we hypothesized that

representations of cues associated with higher reward proba-

bilities would show stronger deactivations during uncued

reward, due to the increased PE response exhibited by dopa-

minergic neurons when a cue is associated with a higher prob-

ability of reward (Fiorillo et al., 2003). We tested this prediction

in experiment 4 by manipulating the probability of reward asso-

ciated with visual cues. This design used two separate cues

(see Figures S1A and S1B) to examine the specificity of the

uncued reward activity for the two distinct cue-representations.

Initially, one cue was assigned a high reward-probability (66%

of trials rewarded) and a second cue, a low reward probability

(33% of trials rewarded) (green high reward-probability

example; Figure 6A). After training and scanning with this

cue-reward contingency, the relationship was reversed and

a second scan period began (Figures 6C and 6D). Note

that although we manipulated the probability of reward associ-

ated with the visual cues, we monitored fMRI activity during

uncued reward. As hypothesized, deactivations during uncued

reward within the representation of the green cue were signifi-

cantly stronger when the green cue held a high reward proba-

bility, and vice-versa for the red cue (Figure 6B). Thus, uncued

reward activity in visual cortex is sensitive to the probability of
, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1177



Figure 4. Uncued Reward Activity with and without Surrounding

Cue-Reward Trials (Experiments 1 and 2)

Group mean uncued reward PSC within the cue-representation (V3, V4, and

TEO; see Table S1) during experiment 1 (with cue-reward association, 80 runs;

M18, 40 runs; M19, 40 runs) and experiment 2 (without cue-reward associa-

tion, 80 runs; M22, 40 runs; M23, 40 runs). Error bars denote the SEM across

runs. Significance determined using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. See also

Table S3 and Figure S3.
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reward associated with a given cue, thereby simultaneously

and differentially modulating fMRI activity within two cue-

representations.

Examination of the maps of uncued reward activity generated

during the green and red high reward probability experiments

show stronger deactivations within the representation of the

more frequently rewarded cue (Figure S5A). In addition, one

can also see a substantial overlap in the deactivation patterns

generated during the two experiments. This is to be expected

as there are many voxels driven by both stimuli and therefore

stimulus-driven activity in these voxels co-occurs with reward

delivery in both green and red high-value experiments. Despite

this overlap, we asked whether the overall pattern of uncued

reward activity within higher visual regions (V3-TEO) was similar

to that induced by the high reward-probability stimulus. To

determine this, we trained a multivariate pattern analysis

(MVPA) classifier, using data from the independent localizer

experiment, to distinguish between red and green cue presenta-

tions. The uncued reward activity maps were then inverted for

comparison with cue localizer activity and the classifier was

tested on this uncued reward activity (i.e., in the absence of

visual stimulation). The classifier successfully identified the

high reward-probability cue during both the green and red high

reward-probability experiments (Figure S5B; see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures). Thus, the pattern of activity gener-

ated by the uncued reward held information surprisingly similar,

albeit of opposite polarity, to that of the visual response to the

high-value stimulus itself.

The PE response of ventral midbrain dopaminergic neurons to

a cued reward is stronger during the acquisition of novel contin-

gencies (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). Therefore, if the PE
1178 Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
response during the cued reward influences uncued reward

activity, one would predict larger deactivations during uncued

reward directly after a reversal of cue-reward contingencies,

because the relationships being learned are novel. In an effort

to determine how the strength of the rewardmodulation changed

as a function of time within experiment 4, we divided the uncued

reward activity into early, middle and late time-bins for both the

first and second scan periods. A cue selectivity index was then

calculated, comparing reward activity within the two cue repre-

sentations at each time point (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures). The selectivity index exhibited a preference for

the high-reward cue within all time-bins during the first scan

period (Figures 6E and 6F), confirming the analysis shown in Fig-

ure 6B. In addition, both animals displayed the highest selectivity

during the earliest time-bin of the second scan period, immedi-

ately after the change in the cue-reward relationships (between

time bins c and d). Thus, exactly as predicted, the uncued reward

modulation is strongest directly after the reversal in reward-

probability, when novel contingencies are being learned. The

selectivity diminished over the next twophases of the experiment

(time-bins e and f), as the new cue-reward contingencies

became more familiar, resulting in a significant difference in

selectivity between the time bin immediately after switching the

reward probabilities and the subsequent time bins. These results

indicate that the amount of deactivation during uncued reward is

also contingent upon the level of PE during the cued reward and

is therefore sensitive to familiarity with cue-reward relationships.

Effect of Cue-Reward Familiarity on Uncued Reward
Activity (Experiment 5)
To corroborate these results, experiment 5 directly tested the

dependence of deactivations during uncued reward upon famil-

iarity with cue-reward relationships (Hollerman and Schultz,

1998). We therefore used absolute cue-reward relationships

(with one cue always rewarded while the second one was never

rewarded; the rewarded cues were counterbalanced across

animals) to examine whether exposure to these consistent asso-

ciations reduced the magnitude of deactivations during uncued

reward. As hypothesized, time bins of uncued-reward fMRI

activity within the representation of the high-reward cue ex-

hibited significant familiarity effects for the predictable cue-

reward contingency, with the weakest modulations occurring

within the last time-bin for either animal (Figure 7). Closer exam-

ination of the time course of the uncued reward activity revealed

two distinct phases (Figure S6). The early phase was marked by

a trend toward stronger deactivations, while the later phase

displayed a significant decrease in deactivation strength as a

function of cue-reward exposure. These findings show that after

an initial period, the deactivations elicited by uncued reward

become reduced in strength as subjects are increasingly

exposed to absolute cue-reward contingencies.

Dopaminergic Modulation of Uncued Reward Activity
(Experiment 6)
Based on the earlier results, we hypothesized that the influence

of the PE on visual cortical activity during uncued reward

depends upon dopaminergic signaling. To test this premise, ex-

periment 6 examined the effects of a dopamine (D1) antagonist
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Figure 5. Size of Uncued Reward Modulates fMRI Activity within Ventral Midbrain and Visual Cue Representation (Experiment 3)

Mean PSC of large reward and small uncued reward relative to fixation trials for (A) M20 (82 runs) and (D) M19 (76 runs) measured within a ventral midbrain ROI

(see Experimental Procedures) and the cue-representation (see Table S1). Error bars denote SEM across runs. Significance between large and small uncued

reward PSC determined using Wilcoxon rank sum test. (M20, B; M19, E). Difference in fMRI activity between large and small uncued reward (large uncued

reward - small uncued reward, p < 0.05 FWE corrected) projected onto a flattened cortical representation of left occipital cortex with cue localizer activity

boundaries overlaid (green outline). (M20, C; M19, F) Run-by-run PSC for reward conditions (small uncued reward and large uncued reward) relative to fixation

trials monitored in the ventral midbrain and the cue-representation. Black line denotes the least-squares line of best fit. Significance of correlation determined

using bootstrap algorithm (5,000 samples) to estimate the 95% CI. See also Table S4 and Figure S4.
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SCH-23390 challenge on neural activity during uncued reward

(see Figure S7 for details). Initial scans without SCH-23390

were used to monitor the baseline fMRI activity during uncued

reward (i.e., baseline phase). Afterward, an ‘‘injection run’’

was performed in which two equivalent boluses (0.0025–

0.0050 mg/kg) of SCH-23390 were administered intravenously

5min apart. The effect of SCH-23390 was thenmonitored during

the postinjection phase, followed by the recovery phase. The

normalized visual response (cue-fixation) was used to test for as-

pecific drug effects on the fMRI response, and with the small

doses utilized here, no significant effect was found across drug

phases (group-level analysis, 30 runs/phase, M19 and M20—

15 runs/phase, Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA across

phases; p = 0.66). In contrast, within this same group of runs,
a significant drug effect was found on normalized uncued reward

activity within the cue-representation (Figure 8A; see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). The diminished uncued

reward signal in visual cortex measured during the postinjection

phase, relative to baseline and recovery (Figure 8B-8D), shows

that the amplitude of deactivations during uncued reward

depends upon dopamine signaling.

The Effect of Uncued Reward on the Strength of Cue-
Reward Associations (Experiment 7)
Interleaved uncued reward may weaken cue-reward associa-

tions since rewards are not fully contingent with the cue. This

leads to the hypothesis that uncued reward modulations may

represent an ‘‘unlearning’’ signal. Alternatively, uncued reward
Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1179
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Figure 6. Cue-Reward Relationships Modu-

late Uncued Reward Activity in Visual

Cortex

(A) Design of cue-value experiment (experiment 4)

(green, high reward-probability example, 66%

green cue rewarded (R), 66% red cue not re-

warded (NR), 50% of uncued trials rewarded).

(B) Mean PSC during uncued reward (uncued

reward - fixation, 117 runs,M19 - 66 runs,M20 - 51

runs) measured within the green (left) and red

(right) cue-representations (see Table S1). Bar

color indicates the high reward probability cue.

Error bars denote SEM across runs. Symbols

denote the mean PSC of individuals (M19 [cross];

M20 [circle]). Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared

PSC during green and red high reward-probability

scan periods. The timeline of the cue-reward

relationships that (C) M19 and (D) M20 were

exposed to during the training phase and first and

second scan periods.

(E) Mean green-cue selectivity index over the time

course of the experiment (M19, 2 scan periods, 3

time-bins/scan period, 22 runs/time-bin).

(F) Mean red cue selectivity index over the time

course of the experiment (M20, 2 scan periods, 3

time-bins/scan period, 17 runs/time-bin).

In both (E) and (F), error bars denote SEM

across runs and significance was determined

using Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA

across the three time-bins in a given scan period.

See also Table S5 and Figure S5.
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may strengthen cue-reward associations. This would be in

agreement with previous studies demonstrating a role for

temporally separated dopamine inducing events in strength-

ening cue-reward associations. Therefore, we tested behav-

iorally whether the strength of cue-reward associations, as

measured by changes in stimulus preference, was affected by

intermixed uncued reward trials. A free-choice saccade task

was used to determine stimulus preference. The animals fixated

centrally to begin a trial, and after a delay period (1,000–

1,500 ms) two peripheral stimuli were displayed simultaneously.

The monkeys had to saccade to one of the stimuli to complete

a trial. Importantly, the stimulus position and the probability of

being rewarded were equalized between the two stimuli, and

therefore differences in stimulus selection were interpreted as

a bias for a stimulus, or stimulus preference. After a baseline

preference test, the animals were exposed to cue-reward asso-

ciation blocks, containing 25 cue-reward association trials,

during which a juice reward was paired with the initially nonpre-

ferred stimulus. There were two variants of the cue-reward asso-

ciation blocks, those that contained uncued reward trials and

those that did not (see Experimental Procedures). After the

cue-reward association block, the monkey’s stimulus prefer-

ence was tested again. We found a larger increase in the prefer-
1180 Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
ence for the reward-associated cue after

association sessions that contained the

uncued reward trials compared to those

that did not (Figures 9A and 9B). These

results demonstrate that, in addition to
modulating fMRI activity within the cue representation, uncued

rewards temporally surrounding cue-reward association events

increase stimulus preference, indicating that such uncued

rewards strengthen cue-reward associations.

DISCUSSION

We monitored fMRI activity in visual cortex during uncued

rewards that were separated in time from randomly interleaved

cue-reward association trials. Surprisingly, fMRI activity moni-

tored during these trials selectively decreased within the

representation of the reward-predicting cue in visual cortex.

Representation-specific decreases in fMRI activity were also

found during the cue-reward association trials. These modula-

tions were of smaller magnitude than uncued reward modula-

tions supporting the hypothesis that the negative modulations

we observed were dependent on PE. The similarity of the reward

modulations during both cued and uncued trials, in conjunction

with the dependence of uncued rewardmodulations on the pres-

ence of the cue-reward association, suggests that the online

interaction of stimulus and reward activity render reward modu-

lations selective. The specificity of the uncued reward modula-

tions was shown by the correlation of uncued reward- and



Figure 7. Uncued Reward Activity Decreases after Prolonged

Exposure to an Absolute Cue-Reward Relationship (Experiment 5)

Mean PSC of uncued reward (uncued reward-fixation) separated into equal-

length time bins within the 100% reward predicting cue-representation for (A)

M20 (green representation, 15 runs/time bin) and (B) M19 (red representation,

14 runs/time bin). Time bins comprise runs acquired at progressively later time

points during the experiment. See Table S1 for cue-representation definitions.

Error bars denote SEM across runs. Significance determined using Kruskal-

Wallis nonparametric ANOVA comparing the PSC across time bins. See also

Table S6 and Figure S6. M20M19
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Figure 8. Uncued Reward Activity in Visual Cortex Is Susceptible to

Dopamine D1 Receptor Antagonist (SCH-23390) Challenge (Experi-

ment 6)

(A) Mean normalized PSC (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) during

uncued reward (uncued reward-fixation, group-level analysis, 30 runs/phase;

M19 and M20, 15 runs/phase) within the cue-representation (see Table S1)

measured during baseline, post-injection and recovery phases. Error bars

denote SEM across runs. Symbols denote themean normalized PSC of single-

subject analyses [M19 (circle); M20 (cross)]. Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric

ANOVA was performed comparing PSC across phases. Uncued reward fMRI

activity (uncued reward, fixation, p < 0.05 FWE corrected group-level analysis,

30 runs/phase; M19 and M20, 15 runs/phase) projected onto a flattened

cortical representation of left occipital cortex during the (B) baseline, (C) post-

injection, and (D) recovery phases. Green outline represents the cue-

representation. See also Table S7 and Figure S8.
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cue-induced activity in experiments 1 and 3 and the ability to

classify (via MVPA) the highly-rewarded cue by uncued reward

activity in experiment 4. In addition, we found that the reduced

fMRI activity observed during uncued reward was dependent

on several parameters: the size of uncued reward, cue-

reward probabilities, and cue-reward familiarity. Importantly, all

of these effects could be explained by changes in the PE

response during either the cue-reward association or the uncued

reward. Furthermore, we found that selective reward modula-

tions in visual cortex depended on dopamine signaling, as estab-

lished through pharmacological intervention. Lastly, the uncued

reward trials were found to strengthen behavioral cue-reward

associations. These results are the first to show a cue-selective,

negative, dopaminergic reward-feedback fMRI signal in visual

cortex.
Selective Reduction in fMRI Activity
We found that reward reduced activity within the representation

of reward-predicting cues during both cue-reward associations

and uncued rewards. This is in contrast to previous studies,

which have found either a lack of reward modulation (Weil

et al., 2010) or increased activity for stimuli presented with

reward (Serences, 2008) within retinotopic visual cortex. The

stark differences found between studies likely results from

critical differences in the experimental designs such as the

inclusion of uncued reward trials in our study. Indeed, as shown

in experiment 7, these uncued rewards clearly affect associa-

tions formed during cued-reward trials. In agreement with this,

unpublished human experiments employing a similar design

(i.e., with intermixed cue-reward and reward-only trials)

have also revealed negative fMRI responses in visual cortex

(T. Knapen, P. Roelfsema, J. Arsenault, W. Vanduffel, and

T. Donner, personal communication).

Despite its robustness, negative reward activity is counterintu-

itive as one might expect a reward-predicting stimulus to be
better-represented and hence evoking increased activity. Yet

the selective reduction in activity we observed may result in an

enhanced representation of rewarded stimuli, a mechanism

that may function more efficiently than increasing activity. For

instance, the reduction in fMRI activity constitutes a dynamic

(i.e., at the moment of reward delivery) and selective decrease

in baseline activity within the cue-representation that subse-

quently boosts the signal-to-noise ratio during future cue

presentations. Additionally, reward-induced deactivations may

represent a decrease in overall activity with a simultaneous

increase in stimulus information (Adab and Vogels, 2011; Kok

et al., 2012). This is corroborated by Zalvidar et al. (D. Zalvidar,

J.L.V. Von Pfoestl, X. Zhang, N. Logothetis, and A. Rauch,

2011, Soc. Neurosci., abstract), who found that visually-evoked

fMRI activity was reduced by high doses of dopamine agonists.

This decrease in fMRI activity was coupled with a concurrent

increase in the signal-to-noise ratio for the stimulus. Thus,

sparser coding of stimuli may be a highly efficient mechanism

to enhance the representation of important stimuli, like those

that predict reward.
Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1181
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Figure 9. Uncued Rewards Alter the Strength of Cue-Reward Asso-

ciations: Behavioral Evidence (Experiment 7)

Changes in stimulus selection (for stimuli that were initially nonpreferred for the

monkey) obtained during the behavioral preference sessions. The 400 trials

from the pre- and post-association preference test in each session were

grouped into bins of 20 trials. The percent change in the monkey’s stimulus

selection for (A) M26 (26 sessions) and (B) M9 (9 sessions) was determined by

comparing the number of selections within a bin after the association block

with the number of selections within the corresponding bin before the asso-

ciation block relative to the total number of trials in the bin. This was performed

for sessions with association blocks that contained uncued reward (blue bars)

and alternating sessions that did not (gray bars). Error bars denote the SEM

over bins. A significant difference in stimulus selection was determined using

a Wilcoxon rank sum test comparing experiments with and without uncued

reward.
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Separating the Effects of Reward from Reward-Related
Cognitive Factors
One obstacle to interpreting the effects of reward associations

on activity in sensory processing regions is the inherent difficulty

of distinguishing reward from attentional effects, because atten-

tion is biased toward reward-predicting stimuli (Anderson et al.,

2011; Peck et al., 2009). Therefore, while studies have found

modulationswithin the visual representations of rewarded stimuli

(Krawczyk et al., 2007; Serences, 2008) these effects were

measured during stimulus presentation and discrimination,

precisely when attentional bias is most likely to exist. Conse-

quently, these studies cannot differentiate between the effects

of attention and reward. In an effort to isolate such effects, other

studies have temporally separated visual cue presentation from

reward administration (Weil et al., 2010). Yet, in contrast to our

work, these authors failed to find cue-specific reward modula-

tion of fMRI activity in the retinotopic visual areas, although

they did find an interaction between attention and reward within

V3. The present report therefore demonstrates the first unambig-

uous evidence for a stimulus-selective reward signal in primate

visual cortex. Furthermore, in contrast to the selective enhance-

ments that have been observed within attended stimulus

representations without visual stimulation (Kastner et al., 1999;
1182 Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
Sylvester et al., 2007), we found a selective reduction of activity

within the reward-paired cue representation. The opposite

polarity of the reward modulations provides further evidence

that the modulations we observed are unlikely to result from

attention.

Hemodynamic activity in early visual cortex can display fluctu-

ations that depend on trial structure and not reward (Sirotin and

Das, 2009), or upon the timing of the expected reward, rather

than the reward itself (Shuler and Bear, 2006, their Figure 4). In

experiment 1, uncued reward activity was defined by contrasting

uncued reward trials with fixation trials. Crucially, the uncued

reward indicated the end of the current trial and the beginning

of the next randomized wait period, while no information about

trial structure was available during fixation trials. Trial-structure-

dependent fluctuations in attention, hazard-rate or anticipation

could therefore account for reward modulations observed in

the first experiment. Alternatively, fixation trials in which no

reward is administered could be viewed by the monkey as

a reward-omission trial, leaving a reward-omission signal as

a potential source of the modulations recorded in experiment

1. To disambiguate this first set of results, we utilized a paradigm

with two reward sizes, which conveyed the same trial structure

information, in experiment 3. With trial-structure information

held constant and reward omissions eliminated, we found

significantly stronger deactivations within the cue-representa-

tion during larger uncued reward. These results confirm that

uncued reward activity was dependent on the attributes of the

reward and not on other factors such as reward-omission or

trial-structure.

A Dopaminergic Prediction Error Signal?
Manipulations of uncued reward size, cue-reward probabilities,

and cue-reward familiarity have been shown to alter PE in

monkeys and the subsequent responses of dopamine neurons

(Schultz, 2006). For instance, large unpredicted reward have

been shown to elicit stronger PE and larger PE responses from

dopamine neurons than small reward (Tobler et al., 2005),

exactly as we observed in the ventral midbrain (Experiment 3).

Therefore, although we did not measure themonkey’s subjective

predictions directly through anticipatory licking (Fiorillo et al.,

2003), the use of known properties of PE and the responses

of dopamine neurons provided a consistent description of the

data acquired in all 7 experiments. We would also like to note

that while aspects of motivational functions controlled by

dopamine can be accounted for by PE, PE obviously does not

explain all dopaminergic functions in this complex domain

(Salamone and Correa, 2012). Nonetheless, PE remains a useful

construct when describing dopamine activity relative to transient

changes in value.

Selective Reward Modulations Temporally Surrounding
Cue-Reward Associations
An important distinction between our experiments and prior

studies that also separated stimulus presentation from reward

(Pleger et al., 2008, 2009; Weil et al., 2010) is that we mea-

sured modulations during reward that were not part of discrete

cue-reward association events. Hence, the reward modula-

tions we observed in visual cortex demonstrate that events
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outside the actual cue-reward associations can selectively

affect the representation of the reward-associated cue.

This suggests, in conjunction with the reliance of uncued

reward modulations on both the presence of cued trials (ex-

periment 2) and properties of the cue-reward association

(experiment 4 and 5), that the degree and location of uncued

reward modulations is controlled by a two-stage process

during cue-reward and uncued reward trials, respectively.

We hypothesize that the interaction of cue-specific sensory

activity and a more diffuse reward-driven feedback signal

‘‘tag’’ the stimulus representation. Thereafter, a diffuse reward

signal is generated by the uncued reward that preferentially

interacts with the previously ‘‘tagged’’ stimulus representa-

tion, creating a selective reward modulation at the cue-

representation.

The increase in the monkey’s cue preference monitored when

cue-reward association trials were surrounded by uncued

rewards (experiment 7) provides further evidence for a two-stage

process in which uncued rewards affect the associations formed

during cue-reward trials. Furthermore, this effect strongly refutes

the hypothesis that uncued reward and the modulations we

observed represent a weakening of the cue-reward relationship.

Additional studies must be conducted to determine whether

factors like uncued reward probability and the timing of reward

strengthen or weaken cue-reward relationships. More generally,

the strengthening of the reward-association that wemonitored is

in agreement with a body of work showing that dopamine-

releasing events, temporally separated from learning events,

facilitate learning (White and Milner, 1992; Wise, 2004). The

specificity of these behavioral enhancements to the learned

event suggests that the widespread dopamine signal is

somehow rendered selective to the representation of the learned

event. It is therefore tempting to speculate that the cue-selective

dopamine-dependent signal we have shown may represent

a general mechanism through which dopamine signals become

selective.

Potential Sources of RewardModulation in Visual Cortex
Manipulations of both the cue-reward association (experiment

2, 4, and 5) and the uncued reward (experiment 3) indicate

that PE during these events determines the strength and

location of uncued reward modulations. The influence of

perturbations in PE on uncued reward activity, in conjunction

with its susceptibility to dopamine antagonist application

(experiment 6), indicates that uncued reward activity may be

regulated by a dopaminergic PE signal, potentially originating

in the ventral midbrain. This is further supported by the run-

by-run correlation in experiment 3 between activity within the

cue-representation and the ventral midbrain during uncued

reward. This evidence suggests that the observed activity

modulations in visual cortex are indeed caused by a dopami-

nergic PE signal. An important question remaining is whether

the spatially selective effects are induced by the specificity of

top-down or bottom-up projections to visual cortex that can

be functionally modulated by dopamine (Noudoost and Moore,

2011; Zhao et al., 2002) or, alternatively, result from sparser

dopaminergic connections between ventral midbrain and visual

cortex.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

All procedures were approved by the KUL’s Committee on Animal Care, and

are in accordance with NIH and European guidelines for the care and use

of laboratory animals. Eight rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; M13, M18,

M19, M20, M22, M23, M26, M9; 4.5–7 kg, 6–9 years old, 7 males) were trained

for a passive fixation task and prepared for awake fMRI as previously

described (Vanduffel et al., 2001). For the twomonkeys (M19, M20) that partic-

ipated in the pharmacological challenge experiment, a catheter (silicone;

0.7 mm inner diameter; Access Technologies) was chronically inserted

into the internal jugular vein (Nelissen et al., 2012; see Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures).

Functional MRI Acquisition

Contrast-agent-enhanced functional images (Leite et al., 2002; Vanduffel

et al., 2001)were acquired in a 3.0 T horizontal bore full-body scanner (TIM Trio,

Siemens Healthcare; Erlangen, Germany), using a gradient-echo T2* weighted

echo-planar sequence (50 horizontal slices, in-plane 843 84 matrix, TR = 2 s,

TE = 19 ms, 1 3 1 3 1 mm3 isotropic voxels). An eight-channel phased array

coil system (individual coils 3.5 cm diameter), with offline SENSE reconstruc-

tion, an image acceleration factor of 3, and a saddle-shaped, radial transmit-

only surface coil were employed (Kolster et al., 2009).

Cue Localizer Experiment (n = 4; M13, M18, M19, M20)

fMRI responses to the abstract visual stimuli (red and green cues; see Figures

S1A and S1B) presented for 500 ms with a 3,500–6,000 ms inter-stimulus

interval were measured during independent localizer scans (see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures). The form of the visual stimuli was similar to stimuli

used in a previous experiment (Pessiglione et al., 2006). Note that within this

localizer experiment, the visual stimuli did not predict upcoming reward.

This goal was achieved by presenting the reward and the stimulus events on

asynchronous time schedules. Three equiprobable events (green cue, red

cue and fixation) occurred every 3,500–6,000ms (actual interstimulus intervals

were generated randomly on each run) and lasted for 500 ms while juice

rewardwere administered every�1,000ms. Statistical thresholds, the number

of runs used to define the cue-representation ROIs, and the figures for which

data from a given ROI was used are displayed in Table S1.

Experiment 1: 2-by-2 Factorial Design (n = 3; M13, M18, M19)

This design consisted of four equiprobable trial types (fixation, uncued reward,

cue, and cue-reward). The monkeys had to maintain fixation within a 2� 3 3�

window during a randomly jittered 3.5–6 s waiting period. During cue-reward

trials, an �6-deg abstract green line drawing (see Figure S1A) appeared for

500 ms, and 400 ms after cue onset a 0.2 ml juice reward was administered

(cue-reward). The timing of the visual cue and the reward was held constant

in the cue and uncued reward trials, respectively. During a fixation trial, no

visual stimulus was presented but a 500 ms window was added to keep the

trial duration the same.

Experiment 2: Uncued Reward without Temporally Surrounding

Cued Trial Types (n = 2; M22, M23)

This design was identical to experiment 1 although all cued trial types were

omitted (cue and cue-reward). Therefore experiment 2 consisted solely of

fixation and uncued reward trials. The animals that performed this experi-

ment were never exposed to the direct pairing of the juice reward and the

visual cues.

Experiment 3: Small and Large Uncued Reward Level Experiment

(n = 2; M19, M20)

The reward-level experiment was identical to experiment 1 except that it con-

sisted of both a small (0.1 ml) and a large (0.3 ml) uncued reward condition

rather than the single uncued reward condition (0.2 ml).

Experiment 4: Cue-Reward Probability Experiment (n = 2; M19, M20)

In this experiment, there were 3 condition groups (green cue [Figure S1A], red

cue [Figure S1B], and uncued), all of which were equiprobable. There were two
Neuron 77, 1174–1186, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1183
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variants of this experiment (green and red high reward probability). During

the green high reward probability experiments, the green cue was followed

by reward in 66% of the trials while the red cue was followed by reward in

33% of the trials. For red high reward probability experiments, the cue-reward

probabilities were reversed. During both green and red high-reward experi-

ments, uncued trials were rewarded 50% of the time. In addition, the order

of the green and red high-reward experiments was counterbalanced between

subjects (Figures 6C and 6D).

Experiment 5: Cue-Reward Familiarity Experiment (n = 2; M19, M20)

This paradigmwas identical to experiment 4, with the exception that one of the

cues was invariably followed by a reward (100%of trials rewarded; M19, green

cue; M20, red cue) while the other cue was never rewarded. Significantly,

before this experiment began, monkeys were trained in a paradigm where

both the green and red cues were rewarded 50% of the time (number of

training runs: M19, 50 runs; M20, 41 runs).

Experiment 6: Dopamine Antagonist (SCH-23390) Experiment (n = 2;

M19, M20)

The experimental paradigm was identical to experiment 1 (runs consisted

of equiprobable fixation, uncued reward, cue, and cue-reward trial types)

with the exception that during one of the runs, two boluses of a D1-

selective dopamine antagonist were injected. Experimental sessions were

separated into baseline (immediately preceding the injection run), postin-

jection (immediately following the injection run), and recovery (directly

following the post-injection runs) phases. The three phases were equalized

for scan time (3 runs/phase, 305 volumes/run, 2 s/volume) and number

of events per condition (baseline, postinjection, recovery; M19, 84.9

events/condition/phase; M20, 82.8 events/condition/phase). The injection

run was excluded from fMRI analysis but consisted of 2 small bolus injec-

tions (duration 30 s) via a jugular catheter, of (0.0025–0.005 mg/kg) selec-

tive D1 antagonist R(+)-SCH-23390 hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich; St Louis,

MO) five minutes apart. In any given session, both injections were of

the same concentration. Two injections were administered rather than

a single dose to limit potential extrapyramidal effects associated with peak

concentrations of dopamine antagonist (Fischer et al., 2010). Each animal

participated in 5 sessions, resulting in 15 runs/phase/animal and 30 runs/

phase in total. Injection of SCH-23390 into rats has been shown to have

a 30 min half-life in plasma while displaying a slightly longer half-life of

40–60 min in the striatum and cortex (Hietala et al., 1992). Therefore, the

runs following the post-injection phase were deemed the recovery phase

with the caveat that physiological relevant levels of SCH-23390 may still

be present in the brain, albeit at a lower concentration than in the postinjec-

tion phase.

Experiment 7: Behavioral Effects of Uncued Reward (n = 2; M9, M26)

Each session contained a cue-reward association block and two free-choice

stimulus preference tests (400 trials). The first preference test preceded the

association block while the second test immediately followed it. Preference

tests were used to assess potential changes in stimulus preference. Stim-

ulus preference trials began when the animal fixated on a central fixation

point. After 1,000–1,500 ms, two stimuli (�7-deg in size) were simulta-

neously presented peripheral (9.5-deg eccentricity) to the fixation point for

up to 2,000 ms, one to the left and the other to the right of the fixation point.

For each session, two novel stimuli were chosen from a randomized set of

basic geometric shapes that differed in both shape and color. A trial was

completed and the stimuli were removed after a saccade to one of the

two stimuli. The position of the stimuli was randomly alternated and both

stimuli were rewarded with a 50% reward probability. After testing stimulus

preference, the less-selected stimulus (i.e., non-preferred stimulus) was

associated with a juice reward during 25 cue-reward trials within a cue-

reward association block. There were two variants of the cue-reward

association blocks, those that contained uncued reward trials and those

that did not. Association blocks with uncued reward were identical to exper-

iment 1 and therefore contained 4 equiprobable trial types (fixation, reward,

cue, cue-reward). Association blocks without uncued reward contained 2

equiprobable trial types (cue and cue-reward). After the cue-reward associ-
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ation block another stimulus preference test was performed. Analysis

was performed in 20 trial bins comparing nonpreferred stimulus selec-

tion before and after the two different types of cue-reward association

blocks.

General Linear Model (GLM) Analysis

Images were first reconstructed then realigned using a non-rigid slice-by-slice

registration algorithm (Kolster et al., 2009). The resultant images were next 3D

motion-corrected within session, smoothed (FWHM 1.5 mm), and nonrigidly

coregistered to each subject’s own anatomical template using Match

Software (Chef d’Hotel et al., 2002).

We then performed a voxel-based analysis of with SPM5, following previ-

ously described procedures to fit a general linear model (Friston et al., 1995;

Leite et al., 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2001, 2002). High- and low-pass filtering

were employed prior to fitting the GLM. To account for head- and eye-

movement related artifacts, six motion-realignment parameters and two eye

parameters were used as covariates of no interest. Eye traces were thresh-

olded within the 2� 3 3� window, convolved with the MION response function

and subsampled to the TR (2 s).

Region of Interest (ROI) Definition

The borders of 6 visual areas (V1,V2,V3,V4,TEO, and TE) were identified on

a flattened cortical representation (Van Essen et al., 2001) using retinotopic

mapping data previously collected in three animals (Fize et al., 2003) and an

atlas (Ungerleider and Desimone, 1986) coregistered to the flattened cortical

representation. To define the cue-representations, we determined the subset

of voxels, within each visual area, that were activated during the localizer

experiment (see Table S1). Midbrain functional ROIs were defined as midbrain

voxels maximally driven by uncued reward (5 mm3 each hemisphere;

[small uncued reward + large uncued reward] � fixation; M19, T > 5.2; M20,

T > 10.6). In addition, we nonlinearly transformed our midbrain ROIs into an

atlas space (Saleem and Logothetis, 2006) and confirmed their colocalization

with the ventral tegmental area.

Eye Position Analysis (Experiments 1–6)

Eye position was continuously monitored with an infrared pupil/corneal reflec-

tion tracking system (120 Hz) over a 10 swindow surrounding cue presentation

(4 s before cue onset to 6 s after). Percent fixation within the 2-by-3 degree

window of eye position was compared between conditions for this time

window. Either a Wilcoxon rank sum test or a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric

ANOVAwas used to calculate significances of differences between conditions

(see Tables S2–S7).
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